[Current opinion on the etiology of differentiated thyroid carcinoma].
It is apparent that in the last decade carcinoma of the thyroid is becoming increasingly prevalent. The multistage complex theory of thyroid carcinogenesis is based on observations made on cohort patients studies and during animal experiments over a period of last fifty years. The process of thyroid oncogenesis is conceived to be a series of events induced by genetic and environmental factors which alter follicular cells division and growth control. These factors can be considered as initiators (chemical agents and ionising radiation) and promoters (some goitrogenes and drugs). The first class of factors induce incipient tumorigenesis while the second augments TSH secretion and radically increases tumour growth. Normally silent, intracellular proto-oncogenes (of which Ret/PTC series are the most conceived ones) can become activated by chromosomal translocations, deletions or mutations and can transform normal follicular cell into a condition of uncontrolled division and growth. The most significant known cause of thyroid carcinomas in men is exposure to external or internal ionising radiation. Beside that, long-term iodine deficiency, effects of certain chemical carcinogens, drugs and goitrogenes must be considered as significant risk factors. Possible role of sodium/iodide symporter is becoming an objective of the most recent investigations.